Abstract-A new constellation extension technique for peak-to-equal to 4 and less than 12 can be represented by a pair of average power-ratio reduction (PAPR) in orthogonal frequency-two possible constellation points. For example, the data point division multiplexing systems is proposed. 
The 16-QAM modulated symbol Xk is referred to as OFDM is its large peak-to-average power-ratio (PAPR) which the subsymbol at the kth subcarrier, and vector X .. . .~~~~.. XX X-1 iS referred to as the OFDM symbol. The renders system performance sensitive to distortion introduced [ 0 N is discrete complex baseband representation of the nth sample by nonlinear devices, e.g., power amplifiers (PAs) . Recently, fsh a number of algorithms [3]- [5] have been proposed to reduce o the OFDM symbol is given by the PAPR of the transmit signal before it enters the PAs. N-1 In this paper, a new constellation is proposed whereby N-li, the PAPR of signal x can be conditional probablity (MCP) 
this reason, a reasonable suboptimal solution to the PAPRreduction problem in (3) can be obtained by solving the Let us assume that A is chosen such that problem in (6).
Fwhere U (A) denotes the upper bound of Pr (An) Fig. 2c , the scheme Xk =7Zk for k , I
(17) in Fig. 2b requires fewer extended points for PAPR reduction.
YkZ+ s frkCIStatistically, the number of variables in (6) associated with the where 1 is the index of element k in set I in case that k C I. scheme in Fig. 2b is two thirds that associated with the scheme It can be shown that the peak power of the optimized OFDM in Fig. 2c . Since the computation complexity of the MCP and symbol X* is guaranteed to be smaller than 2A*2. CDO algorithms is propotional to the number of variables in problem (6), the computation required by the algorithms using [2] IEEE 802.11, "IEEE Standard for Wireless LAN Medium Acthe scheme in Fig. 2b by the algorithms using the scheme in Fig. 2c . Nov. 1997. [ Philadelphia, 1987. constellations in Fig. 2b example, for the MCP algorithm using the scheme in Fig. 2b .. Fig. 2b is quite close to that of the algorithms using theFi.4Pefracofteppsdalrth. scheme in Fig. 2c 
